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Sentinel Investment Committee Meeting 29 July 2014  
(No. 25) 

 
Minutes 

 
  
 Location:  The Old Flour Mill, Emsworth 
 
 

Attendees:   
Jon Foster (Chair) (JF) Adviser Business Solutions 
Richard Anderson 
David Stamp 
Mike Reidy 

Adviser Business Solutions 
Adviser Business Solutions 
Adviser Business Solutions 

Matthew Sedgley Adviser Business Solutions 
Lucy Wymark Adviser Business Solutions 
David Green Adviser Business Solutions 
Jo Freire Adviser Business Solutions 
  
In attendance:   
Toby Ricketts (TR) (part) Margetts Fund Management Ltd 
Julia  Whiting (JW) (part) Margetts Fund Management Ltd 
Mark Harris (MH) (part – by telephone) City Financial Investment Co Ltd 
Paul Smith (PS)(part) Premier Asset Management Ltd 
David Thornton (DT) (part – by 
telephone) 

Premier Asset Management Ltd 

 
 
 

1. Apologies 
None 

 
2. Committee membership 

It was noted that Frank Blackmore (Headley Financial Services) and Ben 
Armstrong (Adviser Business Solutions) had resigned from the Sentinel 
Investment Committee 

 
3. Minutes of last meeting – matters arising 

•••• The minutes of the meeting on 22 April 2014 were agreed 
•••• Actions outstanding 

o The inclusion in the monthly brochure produced for clients of comments 
and notes from fund managers about risk and general exposure – 
ongoing 

o Premier Asset Management has given some feedback re. KPI 
information presented to the meeting 
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o The fund redemption figure has been reviewed and was found to be in 
line with the industry average 

 
 
4. IC discussion 

• There was some discussion on Question 8 of the fund manager 
questionnaire (report on underlying TER of the fund net of any rebate in 
excess of 1.5%) particularly regarding the relevance of the current 
benchmark and whether it should be reviewed. This would be discussed with 
fund managers during the meeting 

• It was reported that Premier Asset Management had been appointed as fund 
managers for the Universal Fund with a 2-year tenure but with the same 
under-performance triggers in place 

• DS outlined the plans to introduce a further fund.  The intention is that the 
new fund will be 50/50 cautious/balanced and will sit between the Enterprise 
and Universal funds, impacting the latter in particular.   

• At the same time, it is also intended to promote all Sentinel Funds more 
actively. There is no intention to undertake a mass migration of clients but to 
increase the choice for clients offering a wider and more varied choice of 
investment opportunities.  The aim is to increase the suite of funds with the 
“wrap free” incentive, which provides a lower cost option for clients. 

 
5. Sentinel Enterprise Fund Manager’s Report (Toby Ricketts/Julia Whiting) 

 Points highlighted from the questionnaire/presentation: 
Fund Management 

• The personnel changes reported at the last meeting have been completed.  
The team now has 4.5 equivalent, rather than the previous 3 members. 

• The assets under management are increasing slowly 
• A new system of risk controls (AIFMD) was introduced at the end of the 

month with a requirement for hierarchical risk management.  This will result 
in increased reporting on risk following the switch of ACD. 

• Small outflows were used to re-balance slightly 
• The fund out-performed by 1.15% during Q2, following similar out-

performance in Q1.  The continued aim is to work to a 3-year timescale to 
achieve out-performance 

• The fund continues to prefer large companies with reliable earnings 
generation giving high single/low double figure returns 

• Turnover is comparatively low at present 
• Re. Question 8, points consideration should be whether there should be a 

different OCF target for each fund,  whether the Committee could be deriving 
more useful information if the question were re-worded and whether applying, 
say, 85 bps for the OCF would achieve this.  TR will give thought to this and 
feed back 
 

Macro-economic context 
• The UK economy continues to rally with keen interest in the Q1 figures due 

to be released this week.  The UK economy is now leading in recovery among 
developed economies  

• It is felt that interest rates will rise, probably during Q2/3 but the increase will 
not be significant in its impact on large corporates/equities.   Some data 
issued by The Bank of England would indicate that interest rates will take 5 
years to reach 2.5% and will not rise above 3.5% in the next 25 years. 
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• There would appear to be some movement in wage increases but these have 
a long lead-in to economic releases 

• The bond markets are currently subject of central bank manipulation and 
should be regarded with caution 

• The geo-political risk in the Middle East, Ukraine and elsewhere do not 
appear to impacting on the markets.  It is felt that this may continue in the 
short term but with the obvious risk of volatility and escalation 

• There is optimism for the Indian economy with the election of a pro-reform 
government and the potential for development 

• Globally, there is likely to be an increase in infrastructure projects as out-
dated installations are replaced 

• It is felt that China will have all the resources required to contain its banking 
crisis.  The Chinese middle classes will be empowered to invest abroad 

• It is felt that China will have all the resources required to contain its banking 
crisis.  The Chinese middle classes will be empowered to invest abroad 

 
   

6. City Financial Fund Manager’s Report (Mark Harri s/Anthony Macdonald – 
dial in) 
Points highlighted from the questionnaire/presentation: 
Fund Management 
• Holdings in equities have increased slightly at the expense of cash holdings 
• City Financial have adopted a defensive equity option strategy and decided 

to rebuild a meaningful exposure to gold equities 
• Alternatives:  oil has been acquired as a hedge against geo-political risk in 

the Middle East.  Fund will continue to hold commodities as alternatives 
• City Financial continues to build a position in India equities 
• The fund has had an exceptionally strong first quarter.  Q4 had shown quite 

weak performance due to the fund’s equity positioning.  The fund is in good 
shape and is gaining traction 

• There is not a significant difference between the City Financial and the 
Enterprise funds albeit that MH takes a different approach.  It is felt that the 
two funds fit well together 

 
Macro-economic context 
• MH feels that there is a deflationary bias in place and that there is currently 

a very difficult environment in which to operate with small and mid caps 
continuing to feel pressure 

• It is strongly felt that a normal cycle is not in place and that there is a strong 
possibility of policy error 

• MH perceives a major disconnect in market pricing of bonds and equities with 
potential corrections causing disruption 

 
7. Discussion on exposure/volatility and risk (disc ussion with two fund 

managers – TR and PS) 
MH did not join this discussion which was of a general nature around the current 
economic climate, the unique nature of the London property market and the 
difficulties being encountered in finding growth opportunities 

 
8. Defensive Fund Manager’s Report (Paul Smith) 

Points highlighted from the questionnaire/presentation: 
Fund Management 
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• The fund delivered a 1.45% return with volatility of 1.2%, a small fraction of 
equity market volatility in Q2 

• There has been no material change to the fund or its investment strategy but 
there continues to be a significant number of transactions per quarter to 
maintain the status quo.  There was an increase in the number of sales in the 
search to add value and stay within the risk parameters. 

• The zero market is shrinking and the fund’s holding of traditional zeros may 
reduce to 25% as holdings become redeemable with current offerings less 
favourable (eg Utilico 2020 zeros) 

• Structured products:  consideration may be given to using corporates/ non-
financials as guarantor of structured products now that financials spreads 
have tightened in-line with industrials. PS would also consider the possibility 
of Premier structuring products themselves without issuer credit risk. 

• FFs:  the fund has maintained a consistent holding in fixed life/fixed 
entitlement assets 

• The risk element reported in KIDS has not been modelled correctly – the 
input is too simplistic.  To be taken up with Aviva 
The introduction of the new fund to the Sentinel suite should not impact too 
greatly on the Defensive Fund.  PS will be kept abreast of developments 

 
Macro-economic context 
• Liquidity will be a major problem over the next few years with conditions 

hampering trading across the bond universe 
• There is no great value in equity markets at the present time and most major 

asset classes appear more fully valued. Property exposure has been 
increased but the fund has used convertibles to increase this exposure 
providing a more predictable investment and hence more easily modelled. 
Gilt futures have also been used to reduce responsiveness to interest rates 

• Global utilities one of the best performing sectors YTD but still present the 
prospect of further gains 

• Markets have remained stable in the face of considerable geo-political events  
 

9. Sentinel Universal Fund Manager’s Report (David Thornton – dial in) 
Points highlighted from the questionnaire/presentation: 
Fund Management 
• The fund under-performed again in Q1 
• UK equities have shown a positive return, but UK all companies are down  
• The fund management strategy is growing more cautious as markets rally 
• DT is working on closing the asset allocation gap during the last quarter but 

this strategy should be reviewed alongside consideration of whether the 
benchmark is relevant for this fund 

• DT will consult and confirm that 1 August 2014 is agreed as the date for 
Premier Asset Management to take on full fund management of the Universal 
Fund 

• Cash flow:  some monies will be re-allocated with the introduction of the new 
fund which will mainly impact the Universal Fund.  DT agreed that some cash 
would be kept available for re-allocation and it was agreed that Premier would 
be given as much notice as possible of cash requirements 

• It is hoped that he introduction of a further fund will enable the risk element 
of the Universal Fund to be reduced slightly, bringing it closer in risk profile 
to the Defensive Fund 

 
Macro-economic context 
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• The current climate is not favourable to active fund management as many 
have been impacted by the sharp rotation out of small-cap stocks and into 
large and mega-cap. 

 
 
 
 

   
10. ACD and IC discussion 
 

• Review of fund manager presentations and performanc e 
Concern was expressed about the under-performance of the Universal Fund 
but it was agreed that no action would be taken until Premier Asset 
Management had completed a quarter reporting period as fund managers, 
rather than in their current care-taking role 
 

• Introduction of new funds into the Sentinel offerin g 
o As ACD, Margetts will be managing the process of the appointment of 

fund managers to the new fund.  A number of companies are currently 
under consideration and requests for information have been issued.  It is 
hoped to complete the “beauty parades” in late August/early September, 
due diligence work is in hand.  Names currently in the frame include 
Brooks Macdonald, Charles Stanley, Harwoods and Lion Trust 

o Margetts are making some funds available for sales and marketing and 
also for the introduction of and training for the required technology 

o It is hoped that the implementation of the new arrangements for ACD and 
the setting up of the new fund will happen, if not simultaneously, then as 
closely together as possible over the next quarter(s) 

o The proposal for the new fund will be sent to existing fund managers for 
information 

o The impact of the new fund on the other Sentinel funds would be 
monitored closely 

 
• Review of fund redemptions against industry average  

Redemptions are line with the industry average 
 

• ACD Performance Reporting 
KPIs are all in the green zone and no breaches have been reported 
Margetts are to assume the ACD role for the Sentinel funds.  TR is in 
discussion with all fund management to perform due diligence 
 

• Venue for next Sentinel IC Meeting 
In view of the space constraints at The Old Flour Mill location, consideration 
will be given to another location for the October meeting 

 
 
Actions 

The inclusion in the monthly brochure produced for clients of 
comments and notes from fund managers about risk and general 
exposure - ongoing 

RA 

Question 8 of fund manager questionnaire:  consideration to be 
given to the benchmark 

TR 
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Defensive KIDS risk report:  difficulties in over simplistic input to 
be discussed with Aviva 

RA/PS 

Premier Asset Management to confirm that the date of 1 August 
2014 to assume full Universal Fund management is agreed  

DT 

The proposal for the new fund will be sent to existing fund 
managers for information 

RA 

Location for the next Sentinel Investment Committee meeting to 
be considered 

RA 

 
 

11. Date of next meeting: 14 October 2014 – location tbc 


